
At Campmajó, we want your bicycle to be exactly what you have always dreamed of. That is why we aim 
to offer a big range of possibilities so you can customize your bike without limitations. 

First we have the RAL colour catalogue, a super wide range of opaque colors. You can check the whole 
range in the following link: https://www.ralcolor.com/ 

A part from that we also offer a wide range of special paints featuring unique effects.

These finishes not only provide a distinctive and striking touch but also add depth and character to your 
bicycle, making it a unique piece that reflects your personal style. In this document, we list the different 
types of finishes we offer, their unique characteristics, and how they can upgrade the appearance of your 
bicycle to a new level.
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Metalized paint:

This type of finish highly prioritizes shine. Its composition has aluminum scales that help reflect light in 
a constant and overwhelming way; it doesn't matter where you look from, because at any angle its shine 
will stand out

BM01 Pitch Black BM02 Vivid Gold BM03 Carmine Red BM04 Leaf Green 

BM05 Crazy Orange BM06 Topaz Blue BM07 Fuchsia Queen BM08 Pale Gold

BM09 Spartan Red BM10 Storm Blue BM11 Cyber Silver* BM12 Night Violet

BM13 Metallic Dark Green BM15 Anthracite Grey

*Cover picture colour



Pearl paint:

Pearl paints are designed with aluminum pearl particles that reflect light, giving a shiny effect to the 
surface. The reflection of light in the pearls occurs when it is pointed (under some degree of angula-
tion) at the crystals and that makes the paint shine. 
The last layer is transparent and provides shine, making its colors extremely vivid and pure, and protec-
tion at the surface 

PB01 Valencia Orange PB02 Space Gold PB03 Deep Gold PB04 Celestian Blue

PB05 Phoenix Red PB06 Autumm Violet PB07 Marshmallow PB08 Emerald Green

PB09 Bordeaux Red PB10 Mantis Green PB11 Touareg Blue PB12 Thai Teal

PB13 Tundra Green PB14 Mineral Silver PB15 Polar White PB16 Anthracite 

PB17 Quantum Black PB18 Design Purple PB19 Copper Pearl



Chameleon paint:

Chameleon or colorshift paint is a metallic acrylic paint that changes color depending on the angle at 
which light hits it, two-tone tones with intermediate color gradations. These are also known as irides-
cent or iridescent paint

RED to ORANGE GREEN to PURPLE GREEN to COPPER PURPLE to ANTHRACITE

GREEN to VIOLET VIOLET to GOLD BLUE to VIOLET CYAN to PURPLE

BLUE to RED

Holographic Paint:

Holographic, prism or rainbow effect paint, composed of micro-particles that break down light into 
various wavelengths resulting in the appearance of an impressive multicolored rainbow in a metallic 
finish

Black background rainbow



Candy paint:

As its name indicates, the "Candy" effect provides a finish similar to candy, although it offers a superior 
shine when reflected by sunlight.

KB01 Red Wine KB02 Lime KB03 Caribbean Blue KB04 Horizon Blue

KB05 Colorado Brown KB06 Pure Orange KB07 Palm Green KB08 Extreme 

KB09 Vivid Red KB10 Olympic Gold KB11 Coral Turquoise KB12 Scary Fuchsia

KB13 Blueberry



Fluorescent paint:

Paints with very striking colors with another type of luminescence. The pigments in fluorescent paints 
are enhanced by ultraviolet light, shining more intensely, which is why they are also called neon colors

FB01 Pink FB02 Yellow FB03 Soft Orange FB04 Orange

FB05 Red FB06 Magenta FB07 Violet FB08 Green

FB09 Blue

Due to the greater complexity of the application process of all these special paints, each type of paint 
has a specific extra cost that is added to the price of the frame. For each design the extra cost will be 
different so we will make a specific budget to know the price of your unique design.

If you already have a clear idea of   how you want to paint your bicycle, you can already specify it in the 
customization form in our website. Next, we will send you the preliminary design and budget of your 
bike. 

For any questions you can contact us via WhatsApp: +34695642483


